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In California became the 31st state, and is now the third largest state behind Alaska and Texas.
With millions of acres of farmland, California leads the U.S.
The colony grew slowly, but in the Northwest became a part of the United States, and settlers
at Sonoma proclaimed an independent California republic during the Bear Flag Revolt. In May
the United States declared war on Mexico, and in July the U.S. flag was raised at Monterey.
Information on California; map of California, economy, government, culture, flag, major
cities, points of interest, famous residents, state motto, symbols.
Official symbols representing California's cultural heritage and natural treasures. California
became the 31st state on September 9, The Golden State's rich history has since been shaped
by people of every ethnic background who. History Day California (NHD-CA) Competition
for students throughout the state. The California Historical Society (CHS) is a
membership-based non-profit organization that offers free access to its archives of
manuscripts, photographs, books.
Articles relating to the history of California, from its prehistory to the present. The founding of
Missions, Spanish exploration and colonization, the Gold Rush, and. The individual California
State Colleges were brought together as a system by the Donahoe Higher Education Act of In ,
the system became The.
It used to be easy. In its year history, the California state legislature created 59 counties (only
58 are left) but designated 95 different places as county seats. The California Historical
Society was recognized as a symbol of California in ; preserves and presents art, artifacts, and
written materials relevant to the. 44 dead in California fires as the Camp Fire becomes the
deadliest in .. The death toll is rising as California state regulators investigate two. Official
state history museum and home of the California Hall of Fame, the California Museum
inspires visitors to make their own mark on history. California History Room, California State
Library California State Railroad Museum Library and Archives Chinese Historical Society of
Southern California.
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